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      Restore Your Thinning Hair. Regain Your Winning Confidence. 
By Pat Darcey

Just ask Sal Tinnirella or Danielle Grillo of Transitions Hair Solutions, how many women (and men)
they’ve helped to regain their self-confidence using breakthrough, non-surgical hair replacement
technology.  Sal and Danielle are licensed cosmetologists and recognized authorities, specially trained in
non-surgical hair replacement.  Transitions Hair Solutions is located at 1860 Highway 35, Suite 3, Wall,
NJ.
 
Sal will tell you that female hair loss, although not as common as hair loss in men, affects more than
twenty five million women in the United States.  The reasons may vary from heredity to stress, illness,
alopecia, medication, poor nutrition and more.
 
 “Unlike a balding male who may shave his entire head and still be in stride with society,” Danielle says a
woman suffering from partial or full baldness – whether permanent or temporary due to chemotherapy –
“has no such option.”
 Today’s Flawless Replacement Hair
Floppy, tell-all wigs are a thing of the past, Sal says, “much the same as poodle skirts and crinolines.”  He notes that today’s hair replacement materials,
“ranging from Cyberhair© to real hair and many materials in between,” are designed to “behave” exactly the same as a natural head of hair.  Sal and
Danielle will often recommend Cyberhair over real hair, depending upon the wearer’s age and lifestyle.  “With Cyberhair you can live your life to the
fullest,” Danielle says, “including working, sleeping, swimming, exercising and even enjoying intimate moments.”  
 
Sal adds that with their skills and today’s hair replacement technology, “Our customers can skydive, ride in a convertible with the top down, or SCUBA! 
Their replacement hair will stay exactly where it’s supposed to be.”  Sal and Danielle’s customers return to Transitions Hair Solutions every five or six
weeks for maintenance.  The rooms are private, doors are closed and it is perhaps the one place where only the hair replacement expert knows for sure.
 
Amy Gibson’s Success Story
Danielle cites the story of Amy Gibson, a well-known daytime actress who is also the country’s leading personal consultant to women affected with hair
loss.  “Amy began losing her hair due to alopecia areata at the age of 13,” Danielle says.  She adds that Amy’s condition led her to the four corners of the
globe to find help “not only for her but for others afflicted with thinning hair or baldness.”
 
Sal adds that today, Amy Gibson, “is the founder of Amy’s Presence, a wig line featuring unique designs, material and hair that combines style, comfort
and security.”  Transitions Hair Solutions carries a complete line of Any Gibson’s designs.
 
The Freedom to Be a Child
Sal recalls the story of a very young boy, about eight years old, completely bald due to alopecia.  “He came in to see me with his parents.  He was wearing a
wig at the time but it was not at all complimentary.”  Sal had a full cranial prosthesis made for this youngster.  At the next appointment, after the new
hairpiece was in place, the young boy looked in the mirror but said nothing.  Neither Sal nor his parents could tell if the child loved or hated his new hair.  
 
Then, the child asked his dad if he could get something out of their car. His dad gave him the keys to unlock the door and a short while later this happy 8-
year-old was skateboarding up and down the sidewalk like any other youngster his age.

 More Hair at Any Stage of Life
When it comes to people who are experiencing hair loss, “age doesn’t matter,” Danielle says.  Sal adds that
very often men with thinning hair will address the issue “after they retire,” perhaps to avoid any teasing
they might have to take from their former work colleagues.
 
In today’s difficult job market, many middle-aged men and women find themselves looking for new
employment.  “It’s only natural to want to look younger to a prospective employer.  “The right kind of hair
replacement for a man or woman with thinning hair can make all the difference,” Sal notes.
 
Laser Therapy
Low Level Laser Therapy, offered by Transitions Hair Solutions, is a non-surgical, FDA approved, safe
and effective treatment for stimulating hair re-growth in many cases. Some of the best candidates, Sal says,
include men with Male Pattern Baldness, Women with generalized thinning, stress related alopecia,
transplant patients, and

chemotherapy patients.  Transitions Hair Solutions offers several Laser Hair Treatment Programs as well as the Lexington Laser Comb to stimulate hair
growth.  “If hair follicles exist,” Danielle states, “laser technology will considerably slow hair loss.”  She adds that laser therapy is a successful option for
men and women who want to “keep the hair they already have.”
 
Sal Tinnirella believes no one should be without a full head of hair – unless it’s by choice.  “Regardless of the cause (of hair loss), we offer our clients the
ability to regain their confidence and turn back the clock with a head of hair that’s often better than the natural hair they’ve lost.”
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Transitions Hair Solutions is located at 1860 Highway 35, Wall Township.  Both Sal and Danielle are available for free private consultations.  They can
be reached Tuesday through Saturday at 732-262-0020 begin_of_the_skype_highlighting              732-262-0020      end_of_the_skype_highlighting. 
“The consultation is free and the results could be life-changing,” says Sal.
 


